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Defining Entrepreneurship:

1. Should only those business owners working for their own enterprise as their main occupation be considered entrepreneurs?

2. Should all self-employed be considered entrepreneurs (broad definition) but self-employed not in their main occupation identified separately, and base the indicators on those working for their own enterprise as their main occupation?

3. Should ‘dependent self-employed’ and ‘pure own-account workers’ be excluded from the definition of entrepreneurs?
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Ownership size threshold

4. Should an upper bound for the ownership size threshold be specified for defining the ‘gender’ of enterprises?

EDGE conceptual framework

5. Is the proposed EDGE conceptual framework adequate?

6. What changes would you suggest, if any?
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Proposed entrepreneurship indicators

7. From the country perspective, are the proposed indicators:
   – Theoretically relevant?
   – Feasible to compile?

8. Should EDGE propose other indicators in addition to, or in place of, the current list of proposed ones? If so, what?

Data collection strategies

9. Do you agree with the approach and options suggested for the data collection for compilation of the proposed EDGE entrepreneurship indicators?